Unplugged Activities to Engage Kids of All Ages
Scavenger Hunt Ideas

Lego Challenge

Reading BINGO

Chain Reaction Challenge

Yarn “Laser” String

Scavenger hunts can be completed in teams or
individually. Click on the link to find sample
ones or make up your own. Hunts can take
place inside or outside. Search for things by
color, beginning letters, by texture, etc.. The
ideas are endless. Another option is to have
kids create a scavenger hunt for others.
Kids of all ages love to be creative with Legos.
This 30 day calendar gives a scenario and
challenges the builder to create a solution to
the problem. Ex: NASA needs a new rocket
ship and hires you to build it.
Looking to add variety to your child’s reading
time? Use this BINGO game board to find new
and fun ways for your child to keep reading
time exciting. Make a BINGO in any direction
and find a way to celebrate his/her success.

A chain reaction is a sequence of events where
one thing triggers another. A simple chain
reaction could be setting up dominos. A more
complex chain reaction could involve several
other toys or household goods. Get creative
and practice, practice, practice it until it is
perfect. Use this link for some ideas.
Criss-cross yarn between chairs or tape it
across a narrow hallway to make an obstacle
course of “lasers” for your child to try to climb
through without touching any of the strings of
yarn. They can climb over or under until they
reach the other side. Great for large motor
skills and problem-solving.

Need More Resources? Check out www.misicimpact.org.

By providing links to other sites, MISIC does not guarantee or endorse the information or products available on these sites.
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